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davidson (PDF)
answers for uneasy 6 crossword clue 7 letters
search for crossword clues found in the daily
celebrity ny times daily mirror telegraph and
major publications find clues for uneasy 6 or most
any crossword answer or clues for crossword
answers we have found 40 possible answers for this
clue in our database among them one solution
stands out with a 94 match which has a length of 6
letters we think the likely answer to this clue is
onedge crossword answer the guardian speedy
january 22 2023 1 o 2 n 3 e 4 d 5 g 6 e uneasy is
a 6 letter word starting with u and ending with y
all solutions for uneasy results for uneasy as
clue and as answer top answers for uneasy 7 f r e
t f u l 8 r e s t l e s 4 e d g y 7 a n x i o u s
filters 3 4 5 6 adjective as in perturbed
constrained uncomfortable compare synonyms
synonyms antonyms strongest matches afraid
agitated anguished anxious apprehensive edgy
fearful impatient insecure irritable jittery
nervous precarious restless shaky strained
suspicious tense troubled uncomfortable unsettled
unstable weak matches 1 causing physical or mental
discomfort uneasy news of captures and killings
marjory s douglas 2 not easy difficult 3 marked by
lack of ease awkward embarrassed gave an uneasy
laugh 4 apprehensive worried uneasy about the
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weather 5 restless unquiet an uneasy night 6
precarious unstable an uneasy truce used to
describe a situation or condition that makes
people slightly worried often because it may not
continue successfully who can predict how long
this uneasy peace between the two countries will
last she has a slightly uneasy relationship with
her mother in law more examples smart vocabulary
related words and phrases adjective socially
uncomfortable unsure and constrained in manner was
always uneasy with strangers synonyms awkward ill
at ease uncomfortable conducive to or feeling
mental discomfort adjective lacking a sense of
security or affording no ease or reassurance
farmers were uneasy until rain finally came uneasy
about his health used to describe a situation or
condition that makes people slightly worried often
because it may not continue successfully who can
predict how long this uneasy peace between the two
countries will last she has a slightly uneasy
relationship with her mother in law more examples
smart vocabulary related words and phrases
definition of uneasy 1 as in worried feeling or
showing uncomfortable feelings of uncertainty i m
a bit uneasy about taking a baby on such a long
trip synonyms similar words relevance worried
upset anxious nervous troubled apprehensive
hesitant perturbed tense queasy uptight concerned
disturbed queazy bothered jittery ʌnˈiːzi feeling
worried or unhappy about a particular situation
especially because you think that something bad or
unpleasant may happen or because you are not sure
that what you are doing is right synonym anxious
an uneasy laugh his presence made her feel uneasy
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she had an uneasy feeling that something terrible
was going to happen 1 adjective if you are uneasy
you feel anxious afraid or embarrassed because you
think that something is wrong or that there is
danger he said nothing but gave me a sly grin that
made me feel terribly uneasy he looked uneasy and
refused to answer questions synonyms anxious
worried troubled upset more synonyms of uneasy an
uneasy silence filled the room after years of
fighting an uneasy truce was finally reached
synonyms doubtful dubious insecure uncertain
similar words precarious queasy shaky troubled
unreliable unsound related words afraid
apprehensive awkward clammy fretful insecure moody
restless shy unsound pronunciation frequency
factsheet what does the adjective uneasy mean
there are 16 meanings listed in oed s entry for
the adjective uneasy seven of which are labelled
obsolete see meaning use for definitions usage and
quotation evidence uneasy has developed meanings
and uses in subjects including 1 adjective if you
are uneasy you feel anxious afraid or embarrassed
because you think that something is wrong or that
there is danger he said nothing but gave me a sly
grin that made me feel terribly uneasy he looked
uneasy and refused to answer questions i had an
uneasy feeling that he was going to spoil it
uneasy comparative more uneasy or uneasier
superlative most uneasy or uneasiest restless
disturbed by pain anxiety synonyms see thesaurus
nervous i ve been uneasy about your friend ever
since i met him from longman dictionary of
contemporary english un eas y ʌnˈiːzi adjective 1
worried or slightly afraid because you think that
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something bad might happen uneasy about ninety
percent of those questioned felt uneasy about
nuclear power see thesaurus at nervous worried 2
used to describe a period of time when people have
agreed to stop fi dear concerned witnessing
someone you care about being mean to anyone is a
definite red flag before running i think he should
call her on it you can email amy dickinson at
askamy amydickinson undead and uneasy a queen
betsy novel davidson maryjanice 9780515145045
amazon com books books literature fiction genre
fiction 7 99 available instantly 0 00 11 69 7 99
other used new collectible from 0 59 buy new 7 99
get fast free shipping with amazon prime free
returns at berkeley s gaza protest encampment an
uneasy calm holds for now the broad steps leading
to sproul hall at uc berkeley where martin luther
king jr and mario savio once exhorted young
students seeking justice are currently covered by
tents occupied by students furious about israel s
war against hamas in gaza so i revisited a
conversation with actress missy peregrym from
earlier in season 6 and what she said makes me
less nervous about maggie s future the latest plot
twist for maggie



uneasy 6 crossword clue wordplays
com Apr 01 2024
answers for uneasy 6 crossword clue 7 letters
search for crossword clues found in the daily
celebrity ny times daily mirror telegraph and
major publications find clues for uneasy 6 or most
any crossword answer or clues for crossword
answers

tense and uneasy crossword clue
answers crossword solver Feb 29
2024
we have found 40 possible answers for this clue in
our database among them one solution stands out
with a 94 match which has a length of 6 letters we
think the likely answer to this clue is onedge
crossword answer the guardian speedy january 22
2023 1 o 2 n 3 e 4 d 5 g 6 e

uneasy crossword clue all
synonyms answers Jan 30 2024
uneasy is a 6 letter word starting with u and
ending with y all solutions for uneasy results for
uneasy as clue and as answer top answers for
uneasy 7 f r e t f u l 8 r e s t l e s 4 e d g y 7
a n x i o u s filters 3 4 5 6



81 synonyms antonyms for uneasy
thesaurus com Dec 29 2023
adjective as in perturbed constrained
uncomfortable compare synonyms synonyms antonyms
strongest matches afraid agitated anguished
anxious apprehensive edgy fearful impatient
insecure irritable jittery nervous precarious
restless shaky strained suspicious tense troubled
uncomfortable unsettled unstable weak matches

uneasy definition meaning merriam
webster Nov 27 2023
1 causing physical or mental discomfort uneasy
news of captures and killings marjory s douglas 2
not easy difficult 3 marked by lack of ease
awkward embarrassed gave an uneasy laugh 4
apprehensive worried uneasy about the weather 5
restless unquiet an uneasy night 6 precarious
unstable an uneasy truce

uneasy definition in the
cambridge english dictionary Oct
27 2023
used to describe a situation or condition that
makes people slightly worried often because it may
not continue successfully who can predict how long
this uneasy peace between the two countries will
last she has a slightly uneasy relationship with



her mother in law more examples smart vocabulary
related words and phrases

uneasy definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com Sep 25
2023
adjective socially uncomfortable unsure and
constrained in manner was always uneasy with
strangers synonyms awkward ill at ease
uncomfortable conducive to or feeling mental
discomfort adjective lacking a sense of security
or affording no ease or reassurance farmers were
uneasy until rain finally came uneasy about his
health

uneasy english meaning cambridge
dictionary Aug 25 2023
used to describe a situation or condition that
makes people slightly worried often because it may
not continue successfully who can predict how long
this uneasy peace between the two countries will
last she has a slightly uneasy relationship with
her mother in law more examples smart vocabulary
related words and phrases

uneasy synonyms 166 similar and
opposite words merriam Jul 24



2023
definition of uneasy 1 as in worried feeling or
showing uncomfortable feelings of uncertainty i m
a bit uneasy about taking a baby on such a long
trip synonyms similar words relevance worried
upset anxious nervous troubled apprehensive
hesitant perturbed tense queasy uptight concerned
disturbed queazy bothered jittery

uneasy adjective definition
pictures pronunciation and Jun 22
2023
ʌnˈiːzi feeling worried or unhappy about a
particular situation especially because you think
that something bad or unpleasant may happen or
because you are not sure that what you are doing
is right synonym anxious an uneasy laugh his
presence made her feel uneasy she had an uneasy
feeling that something terrible was going to
happen

uneasy definition in american
english collins english May 22
2023
1 adjective if you are uneasy you feel anxious
afraid or embarrassed because you think that
something is wrong or that there is danger he said
nothing but gave me a sly grin that made me feel



terribly uneasy he looked uneasy and refused to
answer questions synonyms anxious worried troubled
upset more synonyms of uneasy

uneasy dictionaries and
vocabulary tools for english Apr
20 2023
an uneasy silence filled the room after years of
fighting an uneasy truce was finally reached
synonyms doubtful dubious insecure uncertain
similar words precarious queasy shaky troubled
unreliable unsound related words afraid
apprehensive awkward clammy fretful insecure moody
restless shy unsound

uneasy adj meanings etymology and
more oxford english Mar 20 2023
pronunciation frequency factsheet what does the
adjective uneasy mean there are 16 meanings listed
in oed s entry for the adjective uneasy seven of
which are labelled obsolete see meaning use for
definitions usage and quotation evidence uneasy
has developed meanings and uses in subjects
including

uneasy definition and meaning
collins english dictionary Feb 16
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1 adjective if you are uneasy you feel anxious
afraid or embarrassed because you think that
something is wrong or that there is danger he said
nothing but gave me a sly grin that made me feel
terribly uneasy he looked uneasy and refused to
answer questions i had an uneasy feeling that he
was going to spoil it

uneasy wiktionary the free
dictionary Jan 18 2023
uneasy comparative more uneasy or uneasier
superlative most uneasy or uneasiest restless
disturbed by pain anxiety synonyms see thesaurus
nervous i ve been uneasy about your friend ever
since i met him

uneasy meaning of uneasy in
longman dictionary of Dec 17 2022
from longman dictionary of contemporary english un
eas y ʌnˈiːzi adjective 1 worried or slightly
afraid because you think that something bad might
happen uneasy about ninety percent of those
questioned felt uneasy about nuclear power see
thesaurus at nervous worried 2 used to describe a
period of time when people have agreed to stop fi



amy dickinson i m uneasy about
what they re building in the Nov
15 2022
dear concerned witnessing someone you care about
being mean to anyone is a definite red flag before
running i think he should call her on it you can
email amy dickinson at askamy amydickinson

undead and uneasy a queen betsy
novel amazon com Oct 15 2022
undead and uneasy a queen betsy novel davidson
maryjanice 9780515145045 amazon com books books
literature fiction genre fiction 7 99 available
instantly 0 00 11 69 7 99 other used new
collectible from 0 59 buy new 7 99 get fast free
shipping with amazon prime free returns

at berkeley s gaza protest
encampment an uneasy calm holds
Sep 13 2022
at berkeley s gaza protest encampment an uneasy
calm holds for now the broad steps leading to
sproul hall at uc berkeley where martin luther
king jr and mario savio once exhorted young
students seeking justice are currently covered by
tents occupied by students furious about israel s
war against hamas in gaza



is cbs fbi losing maggie after
season 6 i m cinemablend Aug 13
2022
so i revisited a conversation with actress missy
peregrym from earlier in season 6 and what she
said makes me less nervous about maggie s future
the latest plot twist for maggie
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